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Abstract- In radar signal processing pulse compression has been extensively used which solves the problem of maintaining simultaneously high transmit energy of long pulse and large range resolution of short pulse. The concept of pulse compression can be best understood from matched filtering that determines the ratio of peak of the sidelobe to peak value of mainlobe. But the resolution of weak targets from stronger one is difficult due to range sidelobes in the auto-correlation pattern of matched filter. With this idea of reducing these sidelobes, various optimization techniques are used. This paper represents a method to optimize the performance of chaotic sequence using mismatched filter. The optimization completely depends on the design of coefficients of mismatched filter at the receiver side. Here improved cuckoo search method is used instead of Lévy flight cuckoo search with the differential evolution technique to complete the design of cascaded mismatched filter. Finally, improved results are obtained as compared to Lévy flight method of cuckoo search.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Pulse compression uses long coded signal as reference signal and short pulses as carrier signal that results in reduced transmitted power and desired range resolution. This technique provides better accuracy and high range resolution with wide application in radar, sonar and navigation and seismic exploration systems. Ideally a radar signal should be designed to produce high resolution, high power, low probability of interference, low cost of design and simplicity of generation [1]. Now a day the miniature of sonar and radar are used in various areas such as autopilots of the cars, surveillance radars and control systems, spy vehicles and planes etc. For proper functioning of these systems the signals in these must have strong conditions particularly in their correlation functions (CF). The auto-correlation function (ACF) determines the dynamic measures like range, scale, spectrum etc. of radar and sonar images. Whereas cross-correlation function of pairs of signals which are transmitted by radar, sonar should be approximately zero. Sidelobe suppression is the main aim of Matched and mismatched filters. The most interesting property of matched filter lies in producing maximum achievable SNR at the output in presence of some additive stochastic noise at the input.

At the receiver side, it combines the received echo signal with reference signal results in increasing the ratio of signal power to noise power [2]. It has been studied that the optimization of mismatched filter coefficients gives good results with various input codes such as Barker code, binary codes etc. [3]- [5]. With this concept, Nunn [6] proposed that the optimization is applicable for those signal whose self ACF experiences minimum value of peak or integrated sidelobes. According to his ideas Levanon has recommended an optimized filter to minimize peak sidelobe ratio by using matlab function fmincon. Similarly, with longer mismatched filter minimum integrated peak sidelobe ratio was obtained using optimization techniques [7]. The length of mismatched filter is assumed to be three times longer than the input signal. Here chaotic sequences are generated and used as reference input signal. The theory of chaos is best suitable for chaotic system that highly depends on its initial conditions [8]. The study of chaos with differential evolution [9], genetic algorithm [10], firefly algorithm [11] has been discussed. The deterministic nature of chaos makes the future behaviour completely depends on initial conditions. Chaotic dynamic system provides different sequences with a tiny disturbance in initial condition. The aim of this paper is to design a mismatched filter that uses improved cuckoo search algorithm. The output performance is evaluated by cross-correlating chaotic codes with optimized coefficients of filter. The comparison is being carried out with adaptive filter that is associated after MMF to upgrade the performance of all the testing codes. In this paper the adaptive filter coefficients are updated by using least mean square [12] and binary step least mean square method [13].

II. IDENTIFICATION OF PROBLEM

The technical analysis of some optimization techniques such as particle swarm and differential evolution methods and their application to various areas including mismatched filters was suggested earlier [14], [15]. In this work the same methodology is implemented to obtain the optimum weights of mismatched filter using proposed technique.
The generation of binary sequence in pulse compression is quite easy but it appears to be difficult for longer length code to obtain optimum performance. Hence it is essential to switch over from biphase to polyphase such as ternary sequence. The ternary sequence is the combination of -1, 0, +1 and is given as input to matched filter.

$$A = \{c_0, c_1, c_2, ..., c_{N-1}\}$$

The output is in the form of auto-correlation which has one mainlobe and many sidelobes. ACF is defined by (1)

$$R_K = \sum_{i=0}^{N-1-k} c_i c_{i+k}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Where ‘k’ ranging between 0 to N-1. The output pattern maintains symmetrical form for zero delay. The coefficients or elements of mismatched filter are represented by

$$H = \{h_0, h_1, ..., h_M\}$$

The weights are real valued and M $\geq$ N. The value of (M - N) is always even because M and N values are either even or odd simultaneously. The cross-correlation $C_k(H, A)$ between H and A is peak at zero delay and is asymmetric around zero delay which is defined in (2).

$$C_k = \sum_{i=0}^{M-1} h_i c_{i-k}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Where ‘k’ ranging from -(N-1) to (M-1). Assuming $\alpha_i$ exist between the range 0 to N-1. The objective function is maximize mainlobe level which is compared with absolute value of sidelobe level. Therefore, the output of mismatched filter in terms of PSLR is defined as in (3)

$$PSLR = 20 \times log\left(\frac{\text{maximum sidelobe level}}{\text{max}[C_K]}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

The impulse weights of mismatched filter are considered as the random population. with each variable vector or solution updated with the help of Cuckoo search algorithm.

III. METHODOLOGY

In many industrial systems, the engineers have the challenges to take decisions on how to increase the production with reduced cost. These decisions are normally based on optimization problem. Cuckoo search algorithm is one of the updated and promising metaheuristic population based optimization technique developed by Yang and Deb in the year 2009 [16]. This algorithm is influenced by the cuckoos, which are fascinating birds that produces beautiful sounds and having capability of intrusive reproduction strategy. Cuckoo search outperforms other metaheuristic algorithms in various applications. The main reason of popularity lies in their adaptability and durability as compared to other classical optimization methods. By adjusting fewer parameters, they found appropriate for many complex optimization problems [17], [18].

The synthesis of CS algorithm is discussed with the help of local exploitative and global explorative random walk which are regulated by the switching probability. The concept of Lévy cuckoo search is discussed below.

- The cuckoo searches for best nest based on elitist selection strategy and carries high quality eggs (best solutions) for reproduction.
- The alien eggs (worse solutions) are identified from fixed number of host nests (population) with a probability $P_e \in [0,1]$. Then the host bird will either dump the egg or abandon the nest and reconstruct a completely new nest in a different location.
- Probability $P_e \in [0,1]$. Then the host bird will either dump the egg or abandon the nest and reconstruct a completely new nest in a different location.

The new solution in local search is obtained from (4)

$$x_i^{t+1} = x_i^t + \alpha \times H(\beta - \epsilon) \otimes (x_j^t - x_i^t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Here $x_j^t$ and $x_i^t$ are randomly selected solutions with random permutation. $H$ is Heaviside function and $\epsilon$ is randomly chosen from normal distribution. However, the global random walk or simply global search is obtained by using Lévy flight and can be written as in (5)

$$x_i^{t+1} = x_i^t + \alpha \times Lévy(\delta)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Where ‘$\alpha$’ is step size parameter whose value is greater than zero. $\otimes$ represents entry-wise product.

IV. IMPROVED CUCKOO SEARCH METHODOLOGY

Lévy flight behaviour of cuckoo search is far better than simple random search. With the necessity of optimization of complex problems, it is required to design new algorithms as per particular problem. The searching capability is improved with a new version of CS that is used to improve the coefficients of mismatched filter. But it is to be noted that no optimization method can be generalized for all optimization problems. Cuckoo search optimization has been extensively used for global optimization in many areas [19]. This paper is designed with some modification in both local and global search to achieve a better solution. The modification includes division of generation and population in both global and local search. The new version is proposed based on these modifications. The division of population and generation increases the diversification and hence improves the performance. Many benchmark functions having been tested with this version and reported earlier [20]. In division of generation, a standard equation is used for half of the generations which gives best explorative results and some computation has been done for remaining half which gives intensive exploitation. In this paper Cauchy based global search is adopted for first half of the generation. And instead of using Lévy distribution function in global search equation of basic CS algorithm, Cauchy distribution is used that examines the search space in a better way. New solutions are developed for one half of the generation by using Cauchy distribution function as in (6).

$$x_i^{t+1} = x_i^t + \alpha \times Cauchy(\delta) \times (x_j^t - x_i^t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

And for second half of the generation some modifications are adapted. Further, division of population into sub groups improves the exploration on whole as well as exploitation within the group. Different search equations are used in each sub group which will change the position of members of population.
However, improved version of CS is employed with dual search in both global and local phase. Here population is divided into two groups.

A. Global search

For global search, Cauchy based equation defined in (7) is used to employ search process for first half of the population. Whereas for second half, the updation of new nest/solution is done by using (8).

\[ x_i^{t+1} = x_i^t + \alpha \odot \text{Cauchy}(\delta)(x_{best}^t - x_i^t) \]  
(7)

\[ x_i^{t+1} = x_i^t + \alpha \odot \text{Cauchy}(\delta)(x_{best}^t - x_{new}^t) \]  
(8)

Where \( x_{best}^t = \frac{v_1 + v_2 + v_3}{3} \) and \( v_1, v_2 \) and \( v_3 \) are obtained from (9), (10) and (11).

\[ v_1 = x_i - S_1(V_i x_{best}^t - x_i^t) \]  
(9)

\[ v_2 = x_i - S_2(V_i x_{best}^t - x_i^t) \]  
(10)

\[ v_3 = x_i - S_3(V_i x_{best}^t - x_i^t) \]  
(11)

The value of \( S_1, S_2 \) and \( S_3 \) is obtained with following expression in (12).

\[ S = 2 * \tau_1 - \tau_1 \]  
(12)

And \( V \) is defined in (13) as below.

\[ V = 2 \tau_2 \]  
(13)

The value of \( \tau_1 \) is varying linearly from 2 to 0 with respect to number of iterations. The variables \( \tau_1 \) and \( \tau_2 \) are in the range 0 to 1.

B. Local search

The procedure of dividing the population is same as global search. But the new solutions are generated with (4) for half of the population and the remaining half of the population use (14) that is defined below.

\[ x_i^t = x_i^t + \mathcal{F}\left((x_i^{k} - x_i^t) + (x_i^{m} - x_i^t)\right) \]  
(14)

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

This paper presents the detailed analysis of comparison between Lévy flight and improved cuckoo search. The performance of matched and mismatched filter is compared for different lengths of input chaotic sequence. The length of the input sequence is considered as one third of the mismatched filter length. The elements of MMF are chosen from the random population of fixed size. The simulation is being carried out for fixed number of population and iterations. As per the literature survey it has been found that the value of probability switch ranges from 0 to 1. But best results are found with value 0.5 for various problems. Similarly, the value of \( \epsilon \) is chosen as 0.01. The output response of mismatched filter using improved cuckoo method for length 20 is shown in Fig. 1. It is observed that the mismatched filter response is not symmetric about main lobe.

As the complete algorithm is based on random population, the computations on this will cause different values of PSLR values every time when the Matlab code is being executed. Apart from this the new version of CS algorithms are tested by using MATLAB in windows 8, Intel core i3 processor with 4GB RAM, x64 bit personal computer. Different codes such as Barker code, binary and ternary chaotic codes are used for testing. The main objective is to reduce PSLR that is defined in (3). The complete analysis for binary ternary sequence is shown in I and II. The comparison is also performed with adaptive filter connected after cascaded mismatched filter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence Length</th>
<th>PSLR of MF (dB)</th>
<th>MF ASP</th>
<th>PSLR of DE MMF (dB)</th>
<th>PSLR of Cascaded MMF using DE &amp; Lévy CS (dB)</th>
<th>PSLR of Cascaded MMF using DE &amp; New CS (dB)</th>
<th>PSLR of Adaptive Filter with LMS (dB)</th>
<th>PSLR of Adaptive Filter with BSSLMS (dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>-18.4164</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>-25.6436</td>
<td>-28.2464</td>
<td>-29.0109</td>
<td>-44.5343</td>
<td>-43.5884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>-17.5012</td>
<td>0.1333</td>
<td>-22.8752</td>
<td>-26.4075</td>
<td>-27.0840</td>
<td>-29.6143</td>
<td>-31.4495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>-18.0618</td>
<td>0.1250</td>
<td>-21.3150</td>
<td>-23.8416</td>
<td>-25.6901</td>
<td>-29.3153</td>
<td>-29.4621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>-18.4164</td>
<td>0.1200</td>
<td>-20.3127</td>
<td>-23.3698</td>
<td>-23.9746</td>
<td>-25.5433</td>
<td>-25.5984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>-17.5012</td>
<td>0.1333</td>
<td>-20.2337</td>
<td>-22.3153</td>
<td>-23.7453</td>
<td>-25.8166</td>
<td>-26.3209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>-18.2570</td>
<td>0.1222</td>
<td>-20.4169</td>
<td>-23.1860</td>
<td>-23.6681</td>
<td>-25.4732</td>
<td>-25.4158</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table II Improvement of PSLR of Ternary Sequence by using cascaded MMF along with adaptive filter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence Length</th>
<th>PSLR of MF (dB)</th>
<th>MF ASP</th>
<th>PSLR of DE MMF (dB)</th>
<th>PSLR of Cascaded MMF using DE &amp; Basic CS (dB)</th>
<th>PSLR of Cascaded MMF using DE &amp; New CS (dB)</th>
<th>PSLR of Adaptive Filter with LMS (dB)</th>
<th>PSLR of Adaptive Filter with BSSLMS (dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>-17.5012</td>
<td>0.1333</td>
<td>-24.7471</td>
<td>-27.8679</td>
<td>-28.3686</td>
<td>-54.7257</td>
<td>-44.1132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>-16.4782</td>
<td>0.1500</td>
<td>-20.9613</td>
<td>-23.7410</td>
<td>-24.9498</td>
<td>-27.1811</td>
<td>-33.2651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>-17.6921</td>
<td>0.1304</td>
<td>-22.4835</td>
<td>-25.6221</td>
<td>-27.5755</td>
<td>-31.3481</td>
<td>-31.3134</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For sequence length 13, PSLR obtained for binary and ternary code in matched filter response is -22.2789 and -20 dB. This value is optimized to -40.2502 dB and -33.7014 dB with basic cuckoo search algorithm. However, with modified CS it is reduced further to -41.2058 dB and -34.2495 dB. The comparison of binary and ternary codes for different length is shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3.

Fig.2 Performance of Binary code

Fig.3 Performance of Ternary Sequence

The results obtained at the output of each filter for sequence length 300 is shown in Fig.4.
VI. CONCLUSION

This paper deals with enhancement of performance of binary and ternary sequences with modified cuckoo search algorithm. The efficiency of cuckoo search lies in local and global search which depends on probability distribution function such as Gauss, Cauchy and Gamma function which helps in determining random walk step sizes. To avoid the problem of premature convergence, Cauchy operator is used instead of Levy distribution in spite of its better exploring capability in the search space. The modified version of cuckoo search employs grouping strategy which helps in improving the exploration and exploitation tendency. The grouping makes the confined search using different equations for each group of population and increase the performance. From the simulation results it is observed that the peak sidelobe ratio of binary and ternary code for length 50 is reduced to -23.9746 and -26.1769 with the proposed technique. These values are further improved to -25.5984 and -28.6465 by the use of adaptive filters after mismatched filter.

This algorithm is most efficient compared to PSO and DE which is reported in literature survey. The contribution of this paper is to design mismatched filter coefficients which provides good improvement in peak sidelobe ratio for lower length sequences. Because larger length sequence requires proportionally larger length mismatched filter which increases the design complexity. This work can be extended by modifying the value of switching parameter linearly, exponentially and with increasing powers.
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